Lesbian/Gay Pride marches across U.S.

ONE MILLION LESBIANS & GAY MEN JOIN HANDS ACROSS NATION IN GREATEST SHOW OF UNITY IN HISTORY OF U.S.

SAN FRANCISCO, June 28—Some 300,000 lesbians, gay men, and their supporters marched here today. The theme of this tenth commemoration of the Stonewall Rebellion was “Front Line of Freedom.” Marches and rallies for gay and lesbian rights were held in cities coast to coast.

By BEVERLY SLAPIN

SAN FRANCISCO, June 28—It was festive as ever, with balloons and rainbow flags lining the length of Market Street, the outrageous Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence mocking the church, and with Gays for Brunch, Gays Against Brunch, Lesbians Against Brunch and Lesbians Against Potlucks marching and dancing to the beat of rock, jazz, salsa, and country music in the sunny San Francisco afternoon.

But the theme of this year’s march, the tenth in San Francisco, since the Stonewall Rebellion in New York City, was “Front Line of Freedom,” a recognition, as organizers said, “of our integrity and peril.” It was the largest and most political Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade ever, according to organizers and participants alike, a some 300,000, with 50 floats, and 160 contingents that marched from the Embarcadero to the Civic Center, angrily denouncing the New Right’s threat to their existence.

The chants and placards this year both demonstrated the fighting spirit of a community under attack, as well as their willingness to “extend hands around the world to those struggling for their rights.”

“The unions are behind you,” said one of the placards. Another: “Freedom’s road is paved with our resistance.” Another: “Guatemala presente en la lucha.” Another: Support the Irish hunger strikers—boycott British goods.

Visibly militant in the three-hour march was the Stonewall Contingent, whose band, Carry It On, played the “Internationale.” As the contingent turned the corner of Spear and Market, to the applause and whoops of spectators, a loud chant went up of “We gotta beat back the Right’s attack, we gotta beat back the Right’s attack, we gotta beat back the Right’s attack!”

Stonewall included the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador, Gay and Women’s Committee of Casa Nicaragua, One Struggle Many Fronts, Lesbian and Gay Focus of People’s Anti-War Mobilization, and Worker’s World Party.

This year’s chairwomen included Barbara Cameron and Robin Tyler, two lesbians who last year were denied speaking time because they were “too political,” and with supporters, took over the stage. This year, the two brought the crowd to its feet, with ovations, applause, cheers, and tears.

Tyler scored the so-called Family Protection Act bill: “If the government is so concerned with the protection of the family,” she shouted, “why do they continue to build nuclear power plants, why do they continue to poison our oceans, why do they continue to rape out land? If they are so concerned with children, why do they send baby formulas to Third World countries and murder thousands of babies? Why are they bent on starving our elderly to death, cutting back benefits to a disabled community that can barely survive on what they’re getting now? Why, if Children are so important to them, are the continuing to kill the children of El Salvador? Why on earth do they send our children to war, and then accost them when they come home so that Viet Nam... CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 column 3 bottom.

NEW YORK, June 28—Gwendolyn from P.A.M. and D.A.R.E., tells New York demonstration, “We’re fighting back!” The People’s Anti-War Mobilization (PAM) had a large contingent in this parade as did Dykes Against Racism Everywhere (DARE.)
by organizing thousands from every city, state, and territory, from the workplaces to the neighborhoods and communities to come to an

ALL-PEOPLES CONGRESS
At Cobo Hall • Detroit • October 16-18 • to build nationwide
A National Day of Resistance demonstrations in major cities and in Washington D.C.

Initiated by PEOPLE'S ANTI-WAR MOBILIZATION (P.A.M.):
Hundreds of organizations are supporting this activity. A National Coalition to build a People's Congress and a National Day of Resistance to Overturn Reagan's Program is in formation. Major Supporters and Participants include:

BLACK VETERANS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
FAMILIES AND FRIENDS OF PRISONERS
ORTHODOX EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF GOD
NATIONAL ANTI-DRAFT NETWORK
AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITY
AFSCME
NEW JERSEY STATE WIDE COALITION FOR
CHILD CARE (Exxon Case)
NATIONAL ANTI-HUNGER COALITION

WELFARE ACTION COALITION
ADELANTE (Berkeley)
AFSCME Local 542, (Detroit)
AFSCME, Region 1, P.E.O.P.L.E. COMMITTEE
LOCAL 1796 (NJ)
Catholic Worker, PAM East Bay, 5280 Foothill Blvd., Oakland, (415) 821-6545

BERKELEY SCENE FOR PROTEST
MARCH & RALLY SET FOR FRIDAY AT 10 A.M.
JULY 10th IN BERKELEY TO PROTEST THE MURDERS OF PROGRESSIVES AND LEFTISTS IN IRAN BY THE IRANIAN REACTIONARY REGIME

Thousands are expected to swell the streets of Berkeley tomorrow in protest of the murders of the ruling Islamic Republican Party (IRP) by the Iranian regime. By BEVERLY SLAPIN

A peaceful, all day event will be organized by a number of organizations that have kicked off the Bay Area organizing campaign for the All-Peoples Congress. The march and rally will begin at eight o'clock Saturday morning at the All-Peoples Congress headquarters at 2718 24th Street (at Potrero), San Francisco. At 10:00 a.m. there will be a rally at Lafayette Park.

The All-Peoples Congress is a national organization that has made us very proud that we (U.S.) manufacture the F-16s that has carried out the death raid by the Israeli aggressors.
WITH THIS NEXT INSTALLMENT OF THE BOOK "THE GAY QUESTION" BY Rob McKerrow and the C.I.G. we can now look at what has happened since the fall of 1980. It's been a bloody year.

AS THE TITLE SUGGESTS, THE GAY QUESTION is a book that deals with the issues and events of the gay liberation movement. It is not intended to be an exhaustive or encyclopedic work, but rather a collection of essays and articles that provide a snapshot of the movement at a particular point in time. The book was published in 1981 and covers events up to that point in time. It includes contributions from a variety of authors and reflects the perspectives of the gay liberation movement during the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The book includes a variety of topics, including the political and social implications of the gay liberation movement, the experiences of gay people in different parts of the world, the role of the media in shaping public opinion, and the impact of the movement on law and policy. The book also includes personal stories and reflections from gay people who have been involved in the movement, providing a human dimension to the broader political and social issues.

Overall, "THE GAY QUESTION" is a valuable resource for anyone interested in understanding the history and development of the gay liberation movement. It is a testament to the courage and dedication of those who have been involved in the struggle for gay rights and to the ongoing fight for equality and justice.
JOIN THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT JUSTICE DEMANDS SUPPORT

IN NO COMPRE CERVEZA COORS!

Asbestos in Coors Beer: A known carcinogen (cancer causing) substance that has been found in Coors beer.

The Norman Corporation are those plants about the lives of six people over the weekend. Although considered a "minor" event by some, it is important to remember that the lives of these people are significant.

Dr. King of News Arrest (434-6245) for (11) is that the Norman Corporation's treatment of the homeless in the city is a disgraceful event.

The Bay Area Reporter, the SF Tavern Guild, have too happy with the treatment of the homeless in the city.

The various Coors distributors have been able to make inroads into the Bay Area Reporter and the SF Tavern Guild, have too happy with the treatment of the homeless in the city.

And, in Los Angeles, they gave to the Gay Community Center for Housing and Shelter, to help them in their work.

Takazauckas has directed with a sure hand and a fine sense of bringing out the comic highlights in each scene as well as providing a subtle sense of drama which adds to the overall effect of the play.

The direction (no credit listed in the program nor are any actors named) is also somewhat peculiar.....Drake's major triumph is that he has created a character who is memorable in the play.

The inherent logistical problems in feeding 200 homeless people a meal that is both nutritious and delicious.

And you must bring a flashlight, for although the paths are reasonably well lit, both Johns and the park are dark.

There are shows that are meant for hikes or walking with prepared meals, as much of the walking is in the dark. A trailer with tables and chairs is available to those who do not wish to hike or walk.

The plays neither pose any deep problems nor offer any answers; they are, rather, hilarious entertainment and, in the words of the Gay Community Center, a "joyful" experience.

With almost Camille-like tragedy, while John Vlahos in 'Pinafore' has not only gone "to the dogs in the manger" but also "to the dogs in the manger" while the "dogs in the manger" are "to the dogs in the manger".

Pinafore never sets sail. 621-2112 for info.
A rare insight into the life of gay youth


By Phil Allen.

May 30, 1980, Aaron Fricke, then a senior in high school, made history by winning the right to go to his high school prom with a boy. His struggle against bigotry and growing up as a gay person in a small town in Rhode Island. His book, which captures that experience for thousands of lesbian and gay people alike, and the necessity and difficulty of coming-out at a young age, or who may not have gotten far all by myself. Fricke has written an autobiographical account of his struggle against bigotry, and growing up as a gay person in a small town in Rhode Island. His book, which captures that experience for thousands of lesbian and gay youth.

Fricke's honesty and forthright presentation of his struggle against bigotry, and growing up as a gay person in a small town in Rhode Island. His book, which captures that experience for thousands of lesbian and gay youth.
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They're Acceleratin... —cause HE'S Waitin'!
A MUSTANG FILMS / JOE GAGE SPECIAL PROJECTS Presentation
PLUS NEW CO-FEATURE EVERY WEEK!

ROOSTERLOLLIPOPS
ALL-MALE REVUE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
AT 9:00 PM

FREE MEMBERSHIP WITH THIS COUPON

1st Anniversary Celebration
JULY 17
9PM FRIDAY
SPECIAL SHOW ROOSTERLOLLIPS ALL-MALE REVUE REVIEW 9 PM
You are invited to help us celebrate and enjoy our bill themed designed and backed by the Cake Gallery
(Refurbishments, etc.)
JUDY...you old old Tenderloinites remember her???

she can be a most nasty bitch ....despite the fact he is

Saturday the 11th of July at 9 PM at something call­

will be holding a prsentation of candidates for the

before....hmmm. Isn't that the home of Dowager

LADY EDYE and the reigning Grand Duke RICK

Vivian and Tracee are running for Grattd Duchess....

soaking up the sun and booze nowllll

so it should be a funnnnry racel

RANDY JOHNSON and his other

MISS GAY, SF RANDY can make you one.

Didja see that stud who is working the early A.M.

where TY found him at????????????????????????

Eddy?? Mehears ho has much to

WHAT DO

are in Hawaii

AND

DOUG ABBOTT formerly of Dallas Texas...one super-goodlooking red

....or else, i will go to "work" of ya!!!i! "As ye sow so shall ye reap!"

Oh yes....in case you were won­

don't know he dit or was being sold....hence seems that "Old Reliable" while he met him just did not take too...well-

And the smiling dudes at the left

The "spirit" of the late JD MERCER

to Mr. Larry Smith of Berzek

is going after another Castro area business, this time the

he may be old....is not too reli

the boys on Polk, Castro and elsewhere to know that

The Enviromental unit of the SF HEALTH Department

is a real citation. Hearing was on

in the nearly ^ll-together is called

BOOKS ad ....the top one is a

And the smiling dude at the left

BOOKS ad ....the top one is a

...now!!!!!!!

you'll never see a dime of that fifty

The "spirit" of the late JD MERCER

in SFI Ya hear Mr. Defense Department??? And , LEAVE him A-lone
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LIZZY HARLETT who works at the Screening Room on Jones Street, is reported to have to dance there on special.

The Princess DAISY WHO USED TO BE CALLED TROY and who had the right to be excused...on the double! Can’t wait to see her back on SF’s gay community.”

What did you do about DOG? And Mrs Hollywood STAY? Dear dear...that book had "sour grapes," but will let everyone know that you are heads up the RAINBOW BAND and is looking for musicians...so give him a call at 664-7681 if you can play a musical instrument....no skin-flutests need apply.

Paul on the Pater turned...go serve your sord City Hall there were lottsa harsh words for the "other"

Yes....do read the the Pigs. Give it a try??

Perhaps he is "away with the breeze?"

To The PHOENIX?

Thanks for the memories .....to the wonderful and fine gotten a female type women pregnant

It is true??? That ELMER WILHELM may be opening his own bar??

Is it true??? That CHAR has a letter from a sicko who tried and failed to smear him???

Is it true??? That ED SCOTT is to be the new manager on top for the Eagles??

Is it true??? That one??? BOBBY PACE is moving over to The PHOENIX??

DAVID CAFERTY and i had a day off in with tickets on Van Ness. Both are looking good.

Is it true??? That EMILY HAMMACK makes a goodpaying. Drop in and see her in or out.

Call 885-1626, Christ Chapel (rev. ray.)

Don’t forget...the Ross-kamp DID succeed and that the Ross-dupes, ended with a tie.. The SF Tavern Guild, a real bunch of oft time zanies, had a gala event. You are urged to turn out and help raise funds for the hospitalized Ginger who has done so very much for so many people in the past in similar situations

When the ENDUP goes back the way it was some months ago.....i must say that they were run for Emperor

Paul D uly, homeowner....Dear me, the Princess DAISY is looking in bar what???? Looks like it could be a winner......we don’t want trouble...with someone water for their failure to get support to the Parade...Iremm, my friend, who says they don’t?

The new (excellent) Gay Area Directory

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 3 PM til 4 PM. Discount

This man works with the breezes.

The SF Tavern Guild, a real bunch of oft time zanies, had a gala event. You are urged to turn out and help raise funds for the hospitalized Ginger who has done so very much for so many people in the past in similar situations

As for Joe Gar’s film, “DONATE,” I say play it

2:30 P.M.'’

Let’s see it play it again!!!

Serving

BRUNCH

TUESDAY 12 Noon til 7 PM

MONDAY 12 Noon til 9 PM

WEDNESDAY 12 Noon til 9 PM

THURSDAY 12 Noon til 9 PM

FRIDAY 12 Noon til 9 PM

SATURDAY 12 Noon til 9 PM

SUNDAY 12 Noon til 5 PM

The Mockingbird

1214 Market Street • (415) 626-2543

CLASSIFIED

MAIL YOUR CLASSIFIED TO:
Post Office Box 1528
San Francisco, CA 94101

July 9, 1981

75 CENTS PER WORD

"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"

(415) 955-1001

Mon thru Sat 12 Noon til 7 PM

DON DICK COME - BEERS GOOD C.S.
W/FULL DENTURES: 413-7196

OLD FOLKS LUNCHEON

TUESDAY July 9th...food eagerly needed...call today to reserve your seat!!

Call 883-1426, Christ Chapel (rev. ray.)

MODEL

Young blond, 5’10”, 160 lbs., very sexy and smooth and defined. A must or, will travel.

Call anytime...SAY HANKY

WANTED

Clerks, cooks, waiters, or, parking. Drop in Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 1 PM or 8 PM Thursday & CHICK DEMON at Dorn, 1 block off BART and Cable Car at Powell.

"DON’T WORRY THERE IS 90%ライト/5%シティ"
A JOE GAGE FILM

the nob hill cinema
729 bush st. tel: 731 9468